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Word Count = 405

“The animals had fun at their playground, but poor Baby 
Elephant felt sad and lonely.  He was too big and heavy to play 
there. He couldn't t on the slides and swings. Who had some 
good ideas to help him?”

•  Use commas to aid phrasing and fluency.

•  Learn days of the week in sequence.

•  Locate contractions:     can't  here's  couldn't   

you're  who's  I'm

•  Develop visual discrimination:  with/wish  too/to

•  Study compound words:  playground  someone  seesaw

•   Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc (back cover).

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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our     own     play     put     together     told     water     wish
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On  Monday,  Baby  Elephant  went  to  
the  playground  with  his  friends.
He  got  on  the  seesaw,  but  he  
couldn't  go  up  and  down.
Crack!  The  seesaw  broke!
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"Go  away,  Baby  Elephant!
You  can't  play  in  our  playground," 
shouted  the  animals. 
"Go  home!  You're  too  big  and  heavy  
to  play  here."
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Baby  Elephant  went  home.  He  felt  sad.
"I'm  too  heavy  to  go  on  the  seesaw," 
he  told  the  big  elephants.
"I  wish  I  could  go  up  and  down  like  
my  friends."
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